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t O I y HOW THEY 00 IT ~ u Bei.ng Hints for New Banders (and Reminders l1J 
for Veterans) from back issues of EBBA NEWS 

DUAL PURPOSE ~;;~mm-TRAP by Joseph J. Malek (Vol. 18, 
No. 1, p. 4): being a ,reekend and a few minutes here 
and there bander, I find that automatic traps are not 
practical for me. I have depended mostly on a combin
ation of a feeder and a trap, utilizing a drop door. 
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The feeder-trap illustrated measures JO x 18 x 18 inches 
at the peak (the overall size need not be as large as 
I have made mine.) It is nothing more than a tray 
feeder with a roof. Three sides are covered with 
wire mesh and one side is left open. The hinged part 
of the roof is fitted so that when it drops it covers 
the opening. A stick holds the roof section in open 
position; when the string is pulled, the dool' falls, 
captur:tn~ the desired bird. 

To hold the door closed, a screen door spring lock with a weeker 
spring is used; a~ the door descends, it trips the lock and holds the 
door in ulace. Fo~ bait, suet can be tied on the wire mesh, inside 
the f~ed~r. In this trap I have captured Cardinals, Juncos, H:iodpeckers, 
Nuthatches, Chickadees and Sparrows. 
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TH~ AUSTRALIAN ClWW TRAP 
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(
f)IB following is reprinted from the July-August 1954 issue of 2:BBA NE'\</S, 
~ was originally described in a leaflet of the Fish & Wildlife Service.) 

This trap is actually an automatic top-opening trap of the funnel type. 
varying the sizes of the openings in the "ladder" section of the trap, 

: ,,1ould appear to be suited for capturing even smaller birds than Starlings; 

10 
1ts original form, larger openings were used for capturing Crows, 

rt is easy for the bi.rds to alight on the ladder and then jump down 
ioto the trap. However, when they attempt to get out, their wings, spread 
ror flyin:;, prevent their doing so. 

More ambitious proc;rmns of starling control (and star]ing and black
blrd banding -Ed.) call for traps large enc,ugh to capture 100 to 200 birds 
without undue crowding. To this end a modiftcation of the Australian crow 
trap, used in tl:i!:i country for capturing crows, white-necked ravens, and 

gpies, may be employed. This trap is simple in principle, the birds en
tering it between the slat s of a ladderlike opening extending do1.;n the 
cent.er of the V-shaped top (see illustration). Once inside, thE\Y endea 
lOr to escape by going to the closed outer walls rather than to the open
Inge in the middle of tbe im1ard-sloping roof. 

There is no set rule with respect to the dimensions of such a star
ling trap, except that it is highly desirable to have it tall enough to 
~rmit the operator to capture and remove the imprisoned birds without 




